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Abstract

We propose a modification to the framework of Universally Composable (UC) security [3]. Our new
notion, involves comparing the protocol executions with an ideal execution involving ideal functionalities
(just as in UC-security), but allowing the environment and adversary access to some super-polynomial
computational power. We argue the meaningfulness of the new notion, which in particular subsumes
many of the traditional notions of security.

We generalize the Universal Composition theorem of [3] to the new setting. Then under new com-
putational assumptions, we realize secure multi-party computation (for static adversaries) without a
common reference string or any other set-up assumptions, in the new framework. This is known to be
impossible under the UC framework.

1 Introduction

Over the last two decades, there has been tremendous success in placing cryptography on a sound theoretical
foundation, and building an amazingly successful theory out of it. The key elements in this Modern Cryp-
tographic Theory are the definitions capturing the intuitive, yet elusive notions of security in the various
cryptographic settings. The definitions of early 80’s proved to be extremely successful in this regard. But
with time, as the theory started addressing more and more complex concerns, further notions of security
had to be introduced. One of the most important concerns theory ventured into is of complex environments
where the different parties are communicating with each other concurrently in many different protocols. The
original definitions turned out to be inadequate to handle this. A series of efforts in extending the original
definitions culminated in the paradigm of Universally Composable (UC) Security [3], which along with
modeling a general complex network of parties and providing definitions of security in that model, provided
powerful tools for building protocols satisfying such definitions.

The Background: Universally Composable Security The basic underlying notion of security in the
UC model and its predecessors is based onsimulation. An “ideal” world is described, where all requisite
tasks get accomplished securely, as if by magic. The goal of the protocol designer is to find a way to
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accomplish these tasks in the “real” world (where magic is hard to come by) so that no malicious adversary
can take advantage of this substitution of ideal magic by real protocols. To formalize this, we say that for
every malicious adversaryA that tries to take advantage of the real world, there is an adversaryS that can
achieveessentially the same resultsin the ideal world. The “results” are reflected in the behaviour of an
environment. In this paper we shall refer to this notion of security as“Environmental Security.”If a real-life
protocol “Environmentally Securely realizes” a task, it ensures us that replacing the magic by reality does
not open up new unforeseen threats to the system. (There may already be threats to the system even in
the ideal world. But employing cryptographic primitives cannot offer a solution if the ideal system itself is
badly conceived.) The ideal world adversaryS is called asimulatoras it simulates the real world behavior
of A, in the ideal world.

The advantage of Environmentally Secure (ES) protocols, as shown in [3], is that they are “Universally
Composable,” i.e., roughly, if multiple copies of an ES-protocol are present in the system (in fact they
could be copies of different protocols), then they collectively ES-realize the collection of the tasks they
individually ES-realize. (Hence we shall often refer to the model in [3] as the ES/UC model, or simply
ES-model or UC-model.) The importance of composability is that it makes it possible to easily reason about
a system running multiple ES protocols. In particular, a protocol employing multiple ES sub-protocols can
be analyzed effectively. Without this, we do not have any tool to construct secure protocols for complex
tasks like Multi-party computation.

Unfortunately, the notion of Environmental Security as introduced in [3] turns out to be too strong
to be achievable in standard settings. It has been shown that much of the interesting cryptographic tasks
(including e.g. commitment, zero knowledge and secure multi-party computation)cannotbe ES-realized
when the adversary can control at least half the parties [3, 4, 6]. On the other hand, under a trusted setup
assumption (of questionable applicability in many situations) – that there is public reference string chosen
by a completely trusted party – it is known how to build protocols for the most ambitious of cryptographic
tasks (general secure multiparty computation with dishonest majority) satisfying the Environmental Security
definition. Also it is known how to achieve this when the majority of the parties are honest. In this work
we seek to develop such protocols in the plain model (without trusted setup), by modifying the notion of
security, while still retaining composability.

This Work: New Ideas This work seeks to modify the ES/UC model, so as to achieve strongly secure
and composable protocols for important cryptographic tasks,in the plain-model, i.e., without the common-
reference string. Our starting point is the observation that in the ideal world used by the ES/UC model,
even if the adversary has unlimited computational powers, the ideal world captures the notion of security
in most cases of interest. Accordingly, we generalize the ES/UC model, by providing the ideal adversary
with super-polynomial computational resources. However, if composability needs to be retained, we should
provide the environment also with similar computational powers, which will lead us back to the strong
impossibility results of [3, 4, 6]. Thus, on the face of it, we still cannot have an attainable (in plain model)
environmental security notion, unless composability is abandoned (which is undesirable, because then it
is not clear how to build and prove security of protocols for complex tasks). But by introducing a novel
thought-experiment into the ideal world we manage to take advantage of the new model, so that we obtain
universally composable secure multiparty computation protocol for any multiparty functionality.

We introduce the new notions of environmental security in two steps, starting from the notion in [3]. First
is a weakening, to get a notion calledrelaxed Environmental Security (rES), followed by a strengthening
to get a framework of security calledgeneralized Environmental Security(gES).
Relaxed Environmental Security:Consider the ideal world version of a commitment protocol between two
parties. There is a trusted third party (ideal functionality) which has secure channels with the two parties.
In the commitment phase, the functionality receives a bit from the sender, and informs the receiver that it
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received a bit (without telling it which bit, or anything else). Later, in the reveal phase the sender can request
the functionality to reveal the bit, and it will send the bit it originally received to the receiver. The receiver
will accept only a bit coming from the same copy of the functionality which accepted the commitment in
the first place.

Now we observe that the computational power of an adversary is irrelevant in this ideal world. This is
because the security in the ideal world is information-theoretic. Indeed, in most applications, the function-
ality is so defined as to capture the notion of security with no reference to the power of the adversary. It is
legitimatefor a computationally unbounded adversary to interact with the honest parties in the ideal world.

This motivates the definition of relaxed ES, which is identical to that of ES, except that now the ideal
world adversary is allowed to be unbounded, or say super-polynomial (depending on how much we want to
relax the notion). We argue that this is a satisfactory notion of (environmental) security for most tasks of
interest.
Realizability versus Composability:Allowing the simulator to be more powerful than the real world adver-
sarywould help us overcome the impossibility results from [3, 4, 6]. Similar motivation is behind previous
works which explored super-polynomial or quasi-polynomial simulation (e.g. [20]) in the context of simpler
compositions. However, as mentioned above, to prove the Universal Composition theoremwe do require
that the environment considered be as powerful as the ideal world adversaries. Unfortunately, if we provide
both the ideal adversary and the environment with the same computational power, no matter how large, the
impossibility results continue to hold (see later for an explanation).

We get out of this apparent deadlock using novel techniques. We introduce ways to strengthen the
relaxed Environmental Security notion resulting in new notions of security, collectively called generalized
Environmental Security. It is under one such notion that we give universally composable protocols for any
efficiently implementable functionality.
Generalized Environmental Security:Generalized Environmental Security (gES) is a class of security defi-
nitions, which includes the original ES notion from [3]. All these definitions imply relaxed Environmental
Security. Further we shall see that some of them are realizable without any trusted setupandimply universal
composability. The cenral notion in defining gES is that of“Imaginary Angels.” An Imaginary Angel is
essentially a super-polynomial time oracle imagined to be available to the environment and adversary in
the real or ideal world. (We use the name Angel to highlight that it answers queries selectively, using its
(limited) knowledge about the system, so as not to hurt the honest parties.) We get different notions of secu-
rity (all under the gES framework) by employing different Imaginary Angels. The security notion obtained
using an Imaginary AngelΓ will be denoted byΓ-ES. Note that ifΓ is a “null-angel” (which returns⊥
whenever queried), the notion ofΓ-ES is identical to that of ES.

At this point we can sketch the results in this work:

1. For every (say) exponential time Imaginary AngelΓ, Γ-ES implies rES. (Theorem 1.)

2. For every Imaginary AngelΓ, Γ-ES protocols are universally composable (i.e., multipleΓ-ES proto-
cols remainΓ-ES when deployed together). (Theorem 2.)

3. There exists an Imaginary AngelΨ such that there areΨ-ES protocols for commitment, ZK proofs
and indeedany PPT functionality(under new complexity assumptions). (Theorem 3.)

Roughly, the Imaginary AngelΨ will be designed so that it will answer queries which will allow break-
ing the security of already corrupted parties (and thus will be of good use to the ideal world adversary in
carrying out the simulation), but will be unhelpful in breaking the security of the honest parties.

We stress that an Imaginary Angel, considered available to the environment and the adversary, is only
for the purpose of defining and analyzing security; the actual parties in protocols do not have access to the
Imaginary Angel.
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Meaningfulness of the New Notion As discussed above, usually an ideal world employing the ideal
functionality captures the security requirements even when the adversary has unbounded powers (and in
particular, access to the Imaginary AngelΓ). This is usually the case in most interesting applications: like e-
commerce or database transactions, secure communication, and genereally various multi-party computation
tasks. In such cases the notion of relaxed Environmental Security (rES) is sufficient. Then, sinceΓ-ES is
a stronger notion of security than (i.e., implies) rES, for any Imaginary AngelΓ, guaranteeing generalized
Environmental Security is meaningful and sufficient.

However there may be some situations where the extra power for the adversary is not entirely “ideal”–
for instance consider playing online poker against human players in theΓ-ES-model, using (in the ideal
world) an ideal functionality which interacts with the players. In the ideal world the players have access to
an Imaginary AngelΓ, and they may, in principle, find that useful in finding a good strategy for the game.1

However typically an Imaginary Angel is designed to break some specific cryptographic problem (as will be
apparent with the Imaginary AngelΨ we will use in this work) and access to it is presumably not useful in a
game of poker. Thus, even in many of these situations, where it is not entirely ideal to allow unlimited power
to the adversary in the ideal world, the security guarantee provided byΓ-ES-model may be considered good
for all practical purposes.

It is instructive to consider what the notion of rES yields in terms of the familiar notions of security. We
note that under the more traditional measures of security, in many cases rES security implies security some-
what strongerthan that implied by ES/UC-security. For instance consider CCA2 security of encryption.
Any encryption scheme which rES-realizes the commitment functionality , is in fact CCA2 secure2 even for
exponential time adversaries. But on the other hand, the traditional definition of Zero Knowledge proofs and
non-malleable commitments depend on simulation; so it may not be true that a protocol which rES-realizes
the zero-knowledge proof functionality is a Zero-Knowledge proof under the traditional definition. Nev-
ertheless the Witness Indistinguishable property of that protocol does get translated to (a stronger) Witness
Indistinguishable property under the traditional definition (stronger, because it holds against exponential
time). Similarly, for non-malleability of commitments, an indistinguishability based definition is satisfied
by a protocol which rES-realizes the commitment functionality .

Avoiding the Impossibility Results It is interesting to observe how this work manages to evade the im-
possibility results from [3, 4, 6] (while still retaining composability). First, let us briefly recall the result
showing that under the ES/UC-framework, commitment functionality cannot be securely realized in the
plain model (impossibility for other functionalities are similar in spirit). Suppose, for contradiction, there
is indeed such a protocol between the senderC and receiverR. The proof proceeds by considering two
“real world” situationsA andB. In situationA, the adversary corruptsC and directs it to act transparently
between the environment andR. The environment will run an honest commitment protocol (on behalf of
C), and so the receiver will accept the commitment (and later a reveal). Since the protocol is ES/UC-secure,
there exists a simulatorSA which can effect the same commitment and reveal in the “ideal world.” In other
wordsSA canextractthe committed bit from the protocol messages (so that it can send it to the ideal com-
mitment functionality). Now consider situationB, where the receiverR is corrupted. The contradiction is
achieved by considering an adversaryAB which directsR to act honestly, but sends all the messages also
to an internal copy ofSA. Now SA is essentially in the same position as in situationA and can extract the
committed bit, from the honest sender’s commitment. However this violates the security of the protocol,
leading to the contradiction.

1If there are no human players involved, one could use an ideal functionality which requires the players to turn in their programs
a priori, and carry out the game according to that.

2This follows from the fact that the ideal encryption functionality provides unconditional secrecy, and an attack in the real world
translates via the simulator into an attack in the ideal world.
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We note that just allowing the adversary (real and ideal) acess to more computational resources does not
by itself stop the above proof from going through.AB can still runSA internally and violate the protocol’s
security, as it has the same computational powers asSA. So we would like to make sure thatAB cannot run
SA, presumably becauseSA has more computational powers thanAB. But on the other hand, for the UC
theorem to hold, the environment (and hence the adversary) should be able to internally run the simulators.
In other words, the composition is known to hold only when the protocol is secure in environments which
can be as powerful as the simulators.3 In our work too, we use (an extension of) the UC theorem, and need
to give the environment all the power of the simulator. So it would seem that we cannot preventAB from
being able to runSA.

However, as mentioned earlier, we manage to get out of this apparent deadlock as we allow the power
of the environment/simulator todepend on the set of corrupted parties. The key factor is that the Imaginary
Angel, to which the environment/simulator have access, will base its answers to querieson the set of cor-
rupted parties. Note that above, in situationsA andB, the set of corrupted parties are different. This lets us
make sure thatAB in situationB cannot runSA (which expects to be in situationB), because the Imaginary
Angel behaves differently in the two situations. This prevents the proof from going through. Indeed, as our
results show, the new model prevents not just the proof, but also the impossibility.

Our Assumptions The protocols we construct are proven secure in theΨ-ES model, whereΨ is a specific
Imaginary Angel related to a hash functionH that we assume4 to exist. While our assumptions are new
and therefore not standard, we believe they are quite likely to be true. (For further discussion, see next
section.) As a demonstration of the plausibility of this assumption, we show how to implementH andΨ
in the standard UC model with Common Reference String,assuming only that one-way functions exist. In
particular, this also shows that our protocols give rise to UC-secure protocols in the CRS model, when the
hash function is instantiated according to the construction we suggest. In this sense, our protocols are ”no
worse” than CRS UC protocols.

Motivations, Our Work, and Previous Work Soon after the UC framework was defined, it was observed
that many important cryptographic tasks including commitment and zero knowledge, were impossible in
the standard model [3, 4, 6]. Furthermore, it was recently shown thatany model (with polynomial-time
adversaries) seeking general composability in an “ideal” world / “real” world framework would suffer from
the same impossibility results as the UC model [18]. Thus, if one seeks general composability in the plain
setting with no setup assumptions, the definitions must be changed in some significant manner. In ourΓ-ES
model, whereΓ is allowed to base it answers to queries on the set of corrupted parties, these impossibility
results no longer hold.5 Indeed, based on the assumptions outlined above, in Theorem 3 we show how to
use the new framework to securely realize any multi-party computation with dishonest majority (for static
adversaries), arguably the Holy Grail of modern cryptography,without any set-up assumptions. (However
we do this only for the case ofstatic adversaries. Extending this to adaptive adversaries is left as an open
problem here.)

We stress that prior to our work, underany kinds of computational assumptions, in the plain model
very little was known regarding composability. Essentially, all results only deal withself-composabilityof
2-party protocols, not general composability. This work started with a sequence of work on Concurrent
Zero Knowledge [11, 26, 16, 22], where an arbitrary polynomial number of concurrent executions can be

3In particular, it can be shown that the notion of relaxed Environmental Security is not composable.
4We stress that our assumptions are specific computational assumptions, for which a mathematical proof or refutation could

exist. We are not assuming the existence of random oracles, or any other such “mythical” object.
5If Γ is a fixed function (which does not depend on the set of corrupted parties), results of [3, 4, 6] will still imply impossibility

of securely realizing the functionalities even if the adversary has access toΓ.
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handled. For general 2-party computations, recently it was shown that in the plain model self-composition
for a boundednumber of concurrent executions can be handled [17, 21]. We stress that our result is for
generalcomposition of generalmulti-party computation protocols for anunboundednumber of concurrent
executions. This result was only known previously in the presence of a trusted common reference string [7].

Finally, we point out that our protocols are conceptually simpler than the corresponding ones in [7]
(and of course, do not use the common reference string). We believe that the new framework will lead to
considerably more efficient and intuitive protocols.

New Tools and Techniques In order to develop the multi-party computation protocol, as well as to provide
a re-usable toolkit in the new model, we observe that the original Universal Composition theorem extends
to our setting too. Thus, much of the convenience offered by the UC framework carries over to theΓ-ES
model.

We introduce some interesting techniques on the way to developing our final protocol. We characterize
the security of certain simple intermediate protocols (BCOM andBZK) in terms of non-standard functionali-
ties that we introduce, tailor-made to suit these protocols. This is in contrast to the standard role of function-
alities in the UC framework. Indeed we suggest such non-standard functionalities as a way to demonstrate
some level of security and composability in natural or simple protocols, a line further explored in [24]. A
somewhat similar idea appears in [5] also, in the context of secure Key-Exchange. Our non-standard func-
tionalities are designed to capture the secrecy requirements; but the correctness requirements need to be
proven separately, “stepping outside” theΓ-ES framework. We point out that this is in contrast with the
treatment of correctness and secrecy requirements in the ES/UC model.

Finally, for ourΨ-ES model with Imaginary AngelΨ, we show how to implement the Angel and related
assumptions in the CRS model, assuming only one-way functions. This may be of independent interest.

Going forward with the New Model The new model of generalized Environmental Security opens up
a whole range of exciting possibilities. However we point out that one needs to be careful to understand
the subtleties while working in this model. Firstly, the user is required to imagine that the adversary has
super-polynomial computing resources, though in reality this is not the case. When a new protocol is
deployed in the system,Γ-ES-model allows it to be analyzed in the ideal world, i.e., replace all the earlier
protocols by their ideal counterparts and then analyze the newly introduced protocol. However note that in
theΓ-ES-model the environment and adversary have access to the Imaginary AngelΓ. Ignoring this fact
may leave the new protocol open to vulnerabilities as it is deployed along with the otherΓ-ES-protocols.
The recommended (and the provably secure) way is to model every task as an ideal functionality and use a
Γ-ES-realization to carry it out.

Note that in theΓ-ES-model,Γ is a single Imaginary Angel that defines the security model. If a protocol
is shown secure in theΓ′-ES-model for another Imaginary AngelΓ′, it may not compose with aΓ-ES-
protocol. We point out that this is usually not a big problem because the specific nature of the Imaginary
Angel will be used only for basic primitives and all other functionalities are built on top of it. For instance,
in this work we use an Imaginary AngelΨ to realize a basic commitment functionality, which the other
protocols build on. However it is the case that computational assumptions will typically need to be made
relative to the Imaginary Angel. So it is desirable to have a standard Imaginary Angel model (or at most
a few), relative to which the usual assumptions (one-way functions, trap-door permutations etc.) are well
studied.

Though candidates for our current assumptions may be instantiated by using some popular cryptographic
hash function used in practice, the assumptions we make about them are non-standard. The main problem
left open by this work is to use more standard and better studied assumptions. Indeed, it will be interesting
to come up with entirely new constructions and Imaginary Angels, for which the corresponding assumptions
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are better understood. Another possibility is to use“complexity leveraging”techniques to reduce some of
the assumptions to more standard ones. See Section 2.3 for a discussion.

2 Preliminaries

Notation For two distributionsX andY with security parameterk, we writeX ≈ Y to mean thatX and
Y are indistinguishable by probabilistic polynomial (ink) size circuits. We denote the distributionf(X ) by
the set notation{f(x)|x← X}.

2.1 Relaxed Environmental Security

The model for the defintion of relaxed Environmental Security (rES) is the same as the ES/UC model in [3]
(see below for details on the model), except we do not require that the ideal world adversaries be PPT. The
definition of security below allows the ideal world adversary to be super-polynomial. The other entities are
implicitly assumed to be PPT (though the definition of security does not inherently require so). TheREAL,
IDEAL andHYBRID executions are defined exactly as in [3]6. Also, the distributions of the environment’s
output (REALπ,A,Z andIDEALF ,S,Z below) are defined as in [3].

Definition 1 A protocol π is said to rES-realize the functionalityF against the classC of adversaries
relaxed to the classC∗ of ideal adversaries if∀A ∈ C, ∃S ∈ C∗ such that∀Z, IDEALF ,S,Z ≈ REALπ,A,Z .

2.2 Generalized Environmental Security: TheΓ-ESModel

The Γ-ES model is the same as the ES/UC model in [3], except that the adversary and the environment
are given access to an “Imaginary Angel”Γ. This is the case in the real, ideal and hybrid executions, as
defined in the ES/UC model (see below). We stress, however, thatall protocols and honest partiesare still
polynomial-time, without any Imaginary Angels. The Imaginary Angel is merely a means of defining and
analyzing security. We allow the Imaginary Angel to base it answers on the set of corrupted parties. An
Imaginary AngelΓ takes in a queryq and returns an answerΓ(q, X), whereX is the set of corrupted parties
at the time the query is made. We point out that there is a single Imaginary AngelΓ throughout theΓ-ES
model.

Real, Ideal and Hybrid executions with an Imaginary Angel We defineREALΓ execution (with parties
P1, . . . , Pn running protocolπ, an adversaryAΓ, and an environmentZΓ) just like theREAL execution in
[3] except that now the adversaryAΓ and environmentZΓ have access to the Imaginary AngelΓ, which they
may query any number of times. Analogous toREALπ,A,Z in [3], we defineREALΓ

π,AΓ,ZΓas the distribution
ensemble (one distribution for each choice of security parameter and input to the parties) on the output
produced byZΓ on interacting with the parties running protocolπ and the adversaryAΓ.

Similarly the IDEALΓ execution is defined exactly like theIDEAL execution in [3], except that the en-
vironmentZΓ and the ideal-execution adversarySΓ have access to the Imaginary AngelΓ. Analogous to
IDEALF ,S,Z , we defineIDEALΓ

F ,SΓ,ZΓas the distribution ensemble of the output ofZΓ on interacting with

the “dummy” parties, the ideal functionalityF and the ideal adversary (simulator)SΓ.
Finally, theHYBΓ execution is defined as the hybrid execution in [3], except that the environmentZΓ

and the hybrid-execution adversaryHΓ have access to the Imaginary AngelΓ. Analogous toHYBFπ,H,Z ,

6Figures 1., 2. and 3. in [3]
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HYB
Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ denotes the distribution ensemble on the output ofZΓ on interacting with the parties running

protocolπ in theF-hybrid model (with multiple copies ofF) and the hybrid-execution adversaryHΓ. 7

Note that above, ifΓ is a polynomial time computable function (in particular if it is a trivial function
which returns⊥ on all input), then the modified model isidenticalto the original ES/UC model.

Definition 2 A protocolπ is said toΓ-ES-realize the functionalityF against the classC of adversaries. if
∀AΓ ∈ C, ∃SΓ ∈ C such that∀ZΓ, IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ,ZΓ ≈ REALΓ
π,AΓ,ZΓ .

The first thing we point out about this definition (which depends on the particular Imaginary AngelΓ)
is that it impliesrelaxed Environmental Security.

Theorem 1 Let C be a class of adversaries. LetC′ ⊇ C be a class of adversaries with access to some
Imaginary AngelΓ and C∗ the class of adversaries obtained from adversaries inC′ by replacing oracle
access toΓ by a (super-polynomial time) machine which implementsΓ. Then, if a protocolπ Γ-ES-realizes
the functionalityF againstC′ thenπ rES-realizes the functionalityF againstC relaxed toC∗.

Proof: This is a simple consequence of the definitions. Ifπ Γ-ES-realizes the functionalityF againstC′,
then∀AΓ ∈ C′, ∃SΓ ∈ C′ such that∀ZΓ, IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ,ZΓ ≈ REALΓ
π,AΓ,ZΓ . In particular∀A ∈ C, ∃SΓ ∈ C′

such that∀Z, IDEALΓ
F ,SΓ,ZΓ ≈ REALΓ

π,AΓ,ZΓ (by simply restricting the universally quantified adversaries

to C ⊆ C′ and environments to those not accessingΓ). Now for eachSΓ ∈ C′ there is anS∗ ∈ C∗ which
replaces the oracle calls toΓ by (a super-polynomial time) computation. FurtheridealF ,S∗,Z is identical
to IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ,ZΓ . Clearly REALΓ
π,AΓ,ZΓ is identical toREALπ,A,Z . Thus we get that∀A ∈ C, ∃S∗ ∈ C∗

such that∀Z, IDEALF ,S,Z ≈ REALπ,A,Z . Thus, by definition,π rES-realizes the functionalityF againstC
relaxed toC∗. �

The following is a restatement of the UC theorem in [3], where we replace theREAL and HYBRID

executions byREALΓ and HYBΓ executions respectively. The theorem holds for adaptive adversaries as
well. The proof (as well as an extension to thespecialized simulatorcase and a simple generalization of the
setting) appears in Appendix B.

Theorem 2 (Extended Universal Composition Theorem)Let C be a class of adversaries with access to
the Imaginary AngelΓ, andF be an ideal functionality. Letπ be ann-party protocol in theF-hybrid model
and letρ be ann-party protocol thatΓ-ES-realizesF against adversaries of classC. Then,∀AΓ ∈ C, ∃ (a
hybrid-model adversary)HΓ ∈ C such that∀ZΓ we have:

REALΓ
πρ,AΓ,ZΓ ≈ HYB

Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ

All the parties are assumed to have unique IDs, but possibly chosen adversarially. Like in previous
works on Universally Composable multi-party computation, we work in the authenticated channels model.

2.3 The Hash Function, the Imaginary Angel and the Assumptions

In this work, we use hash functions with concrete assumptions. Below we sketch the assumptions we use in
this work.

We assume a hash functionH : {0, 1}k → {0, 1}` , with the following properties: Thek-bit input toH
is considered to be an element(µ, r, x, b) ∈ I× {0, 1}k1 × {0, 1}k2 × {0, 1}, whereI is the set of IDs used
for the parties, andk1, k2, ` are all polynomially related tok. Then,

7By abuse of notation, sometimes we will useREALΓ
π,AΓ,ZΓ , IDEALΓ

F,SΓ,ZΓandHYB
Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ to denote (the distribution of)

the entire view of the environmentZΓ, instead of (the distribution of) just its output.
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A1 (Collisions and Indistinguishability): For everyµ ∈ I andr ∈ {0, 1}k1 , there is a distributionDµ
r over

{(x, y, z)|H(µ, r, x, 0) = H(µ, r, y, 1) = z} 6= φ, such that

{(x, z)|(x, y, z)← Dµ
r } ≈ {(x, z)|x← {0, 1}k2 , z = H(µ, r, x, 0)}

{(y, z)|(x, y, z)← Dµ
r } ≈ {(y, z)|y ← {0, 1}k2 , z = H(µ, r, y, 1)}

Further, even if the distinguisher is given sampling access to the set of distributions{Dµ′

r′ |µ
′ ∈ I, r′ ∈

{0, 1}k1}, these distributions still remain indistinguishable.

A2 (Difficult to find collisions with same prefix): For all PPT circuitsM and every idµ ∈ I, for a
randomr ← {0, 1}k1 , probability thatM(r) outputs(x, y) such thatH(µ, r, x, 0) = H(µ, r, y, 1)
is negligible. This remains true even whenM is given sampling access to the set of distributions
{Dµ′

r′ |µ
′ 6= µ, r′ ∈ {0, 1}k1}.

The first assumption simply states that there are collisions in the hash function, which are indistinguishable
from a random hash of0 or 1. Note that this assumption implies that for everyµ ∈ I and everyr ∈ {0, 1}k1

H(µ, r, {0, 1}k2 , 0) andH(µ, r, {0, 1}k2 , 1) are indistinguishable (because they are indistinguishable from
{z|(x, y, z)← Dµ

r }).
We make one more cryptographic assumption for our constructions:

A3 There exists a family of trapdoor permutationsT over {0, 1}n, which remains secure even if the
adversary has sampling access toDµ

r for all µ andr.

We use the notation(f, f−1) ← T to specify generating a permutationf : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}n and its
inverse (trapdoor)f−1. We letB(·) denote a hardcore predicate associated with this permutation, which
retains its security even if the adversary has sampling access toDµ

r for all µ andr, (for instance, it is easy
to see that the Goldreich-Levin bit [14] continues to be a hardcore predicate as required, under Assump-
tion A3). We will also need a perfectly binding (non-interactive) commitment schemeC, whose hiding
property (in a stand-alone setting) holds against PPT adversaries with access to the distributionsDµ

r for all
µ andr. C can be readily constructed fromT andB.

Plausibility of Our Assumptions. Our set of assumptions on our hash function essentially give it the
nature of a kind of non-malleable commitment (NMC). We make several observations here. NMC in the
standard model is something that has been known to exist for over a decade [10], and recently even constant-
round NMC has been realized in the standard model [1]. Further work on realizing simple NMC under
standard complexity assumptions remains an important and exciting research area, partly because, tanta-
lizingly, NMC is essentially something we know most functions satisfy (in the sense that a random oracle
realizes it immediately), and it is something we expect any “sufficiently unstructured” hash function (such
as something like SHA) to satisfy; indeed we know that just one-way functions suffice to implement NMC
in the CRS model [9, 8]. We make these observations to highlight two points: First, assuming that some
hash function has NMC-like properties is not at all unreasonable. Second, since NMC is already known to
exist, but known NMC protocols do not (and indeedcannot) yield the results we want, what we are doing is
not just trivial given NMC –i.e. we are not making an assumption which “obviously” implies the goal we
want to achieve.

As further evidence of the plausibility of our assumptions, we show that our hash functions, our as-
sumptions, and the Imaginary Angel below can be realized in the CRS modelassuming only that one-way
functions exist; see Section 7. The fact that only one-way functions are needed to realize our assumptions in
the CRS model gives further evidence that Assumption A3 is valid, since it is abouttrapdoorprimitives, as
opposed to merelyone-wayprimitives.
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Complexity Leveraging to Reduce Assumptions By choosing parameters appropriately, at least one of
our assumptions can be reduced to a more standard one. Specifically, Assumption A3, which assumes trap-
door permutations secure against adversaries with sampling access toDµ

r can be replaced with an assumption
of trapdoor permutations secure against super-polynomial adversaries.

Consider choosing the domain of the trapdoor permutation{0, 1}n such that the input size of the hash
function k = nε, for some constant0 < ε < 1. Then we can safely replace Assumption A3 by the as-
sumption that the trapdoor permutations are secure against circuits of size2nε

. This implies Assumption A3
(given Assumptions A1 and A2) because a circuit of size2k = 2nε

can represent the distributionsDµ
r for

all (µ, r). Note that this is only to change the assumption to a more standard one (trapdoor permutations
secure against sub-exponential circuits), and has no effect on the model. In particular, we are not changing
the power of the real or ideal adversaries.

The Imaginary Angel Ψ SupposeX is the set of corrupted parties. (Since we are dealing with static
adversaries, this is a fixed set). On query(µ, r) the Imaginary AngelΨ checks ifµ ∈ X, i.e., if the party
with ID µ is corrupted or not. If it is,Ψ draws a sample fromDµ

r described above and returns it; else it
returns⊥. The results in this work are in theΨ-ES-model.

2.4 Conventions

We point out a few conventions we follow in this work. All parties and functionalities referred to in theΓ-ES-
model are (uniform or non-uniform) probabilistic polynomial time machines. Adversaries and environments
arenon-uniformPPT machines. The functionalities do not have access to any information about the system
other than what the honest parties would have– in particular, a functionality would not know the set of
corrupted parties. (In [7] such functionalities are referred to as “well-formed.”)

When we say a protocolΓ-ES-realizes a functionality against static adversaries, we require that it be
a non-trivial protocol (as defined in [7]): i.e., if the real world adversary corrupts no parties and forwards
all messages promptly, the ideal world adversary (simulating the real-world execution with the protocol) is
required do the same.

The following restrictions of the class of adversaries are standard. Astatic adversary can corrupt the
parties only at the onset of computation. Asemi-honest(or passive) adversary has read-only access to the
internal state of the corrupted parties, but cannot modify the program run by the parties.

The following notation is also standard: ifΠ is a protocol in theF-hybrid model (with Imaginary Angel
Γ) andπ is a protocol which securely realizesF (with respect toΓ) in F ′-hybrid model, then the protocol
Ππ is a protocol in theF ′-hybrid model obtained fromΠ by replacing interaction withF by interaction
with programs implementing the protocolπ.

3 Secure Multi-Party Computation in the Ψ-ESModel

In this section we present our main result: for any multi-party computation (MPC) functionalityF , a pro-
tocol whichΨ-ES-realizesF againststatic adversaries. The overall structure of our Secure multi-party
computation protocol follows that in [7], which in turn follows [15, 13]. But we differ from [7] in a very
crucial manner: we introduce basic tools and protocols which allow us to achieve security (in theΨ-ES
model),without a Common Random String.
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3.1 One-to-many Commit-and-prove

Following [7], first we construct a protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesF1:M
CP against static adversaries, whereF1:M

CP

is the “One-to-Many Commit-and-Prove” functionality shown in Figure 8 (see Section 6).

Lemma 1 Under assumptions A1, A2 and A3, there is a protocolOM-CPwhichΨ-ES-realizesF1:M
CP against

static adversaries.

Lemma 1 contains the central contribution of this work. In Sections 4 and 5 we build tools for proving
it, and in Section 6 we give the proof.

3.2 MPC from Commit-and-prove

Given Lemma 1, the rest of the construction closely follows that in [7]. First we begin with a protocol which
Ψ-ES-realizesF against staticsemi-honestadversaries. A semi-honest adversary is one which does not
alter the behaviour of the parties it corrupts (see [7] for more details). Then using Lemma 1 we construct
a protocol compilerwhich can take a protocol secure against semi-honest (static) adversaries and generates
a protocol secure against general (static) adversaries, thereby completing the proof. These two steps are
further elaborated below. For full details we refer the reader to [7].

MPC for Semi-Honest Parties In general, all the proofs for the semi-honest case from [7] are information-
theoretic, and immediately imply theirΨ-ES analogs. First, we observe that the Oblivious Transfer func-
tionality (denoted byFOT) is realized by the same protocol as in [15, 13, 7]. The proof as given in [7] that
the protocol securely realizesFOT with respect to semi-honest static adversaries carries over directly to the
Ψ-ES model, under Assumption A3.

This allows us to work in theFOT-hybrid model. Again, the protocols for semi-honest parties, in the
FOT-hybrid model carry over exactly as they are given in [7]. As observed there, there is no assumption on
the computational power of the adversary and environment in the proof of security (under theFOT-hybrid
model). Thus, using the secure realization ofFOT with respect toΨ above, we get a secure multi-party
computation protocol for semi-honest parties in theΨ-ES model.

From the above, we conclude following:

Lemma 2 (Following [7]): Under Assumption A3, for any multi-party functionalityF , there exists a proto-
col whichΨ-ES-realizesF againstsemi-honeststatic adversaries.

Protocol Compiler As mentioned above, to complete the construction, we need to show how to convert the
above protocol for semi-honest parties into one secure against malicious parties. We note that the compiler
given in [7] under theF1:M

CP -hybrid model works in theΨ-ES model as well. The proof in [7] that this
compiler works in theF1:M

CP -hybrid model is information-theoretic, and holds for all classes of adversaries
and environments; hence it is easily verified that the proof carries over to theΨ-ES model.

Lemma 3 (Following [7]): There exists a protocol compilerComp which takes a multi-party protocolΠ,
and outputs a protocolComp(Π) in the F1:M

CP -hybrid model such that, for every protocolΠ and static
adversaryAΨ, there exists asemi-honeststatic adversaryA′Ψ such that for every environmentZΨ,

REALΨ
Π,A′Ψ,ZΨ ≡ HYB

Ψ,F1:M
CP

Comp(Π),AΨ,ZΨ

Our main theorem readily follows.
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Theorem 3 Under assumptions A1, A2 and A3, there is a protocol whichΨ-ES-realizes any multi-party
functionality8 against static adversaries.

PROOF (SKETCH). Consider any multi-party functionalityF . By Lemma 2 there is a protocolΠ which
Ψ-ES-realizesF against semi-honest static adversaries. Applying Lemma 3, we obtain a protocolΠ′ =
Comp(Π) in theF1:M

CP -hybrid model against (possibly malicious) static adversaries. Finally using Lemma 1
and the composition theorem, we get thatΠ′OM-CP Ψ-ES-realizesF against (possibly malicious) static ad-
versaries.�

The rest of the paper (till Section 7) is devoted to proving Lemma 1.

4 Basic Building Blocks

In this section, we build the basic functionalities we need to achieve the result of secure (static) multi-party
computation in theΨ-ES model. Because we are not availing of any common reference string, our path
is a bit more complicated than it would be otherwise. We introduce a new modeling and proof technique
based on intermediate non-standard functionalities. In some cases, to establish our results, we need to “step
outside” theΨ-ES framework, because our intermediate functionalities do not fully capture the security
properties we need from our protocols for their later application. This section develops all the tools we’ll
need to realize thecommitment functionalityin theΨ-ES model, which we’ll do in the next section.
A note about session-ID’s.In the UC framework, and similarly in ourΨ-ES framework, every functionality
should be instantiated with a uniquesession-IDin order to distinguish it from other instantiations. This is
an important part of the modeling, but it can be distracting in (often already complicated) protocols and
functionality specifications. For sake of ease of reading, we omit session-ID’s from our description, but
they are implicit9. When we need to specify the session-ID, we use the notationF [sid] to denote a copy of
the functionalityF invoked with session-IDsid. Messages to and fromF [sid] are tagged withsid. Every
protocol invocation also has an associated unique session-IDsid. Again, the parties would have agreed on
sid before the protocol starts. All messages in the protocol are tagged bysid, and when a party receives a
message tagged bysid it is forwarded to the program running the protocol with that session-ID. Agreeing
upon the session-ID is not part of the functionality or protocol: while describing the protocol or functionality
we leave out specifying how the session-IDs are agreed upon.

But when an ideal functionalityF is invoked fromwithin a protocolπ (or another functionality, as the
case may be) that we describe, as part of the desciption ofπ we need to specify how the session-ID of that
invocation ofF is decided. In general, one can simply pass on the same session-ID as ofπ, annotated
with a unique identifier that lets us refer to the functionality being called. For instance, if a protocolπ
with session-IDsid, usesn copies of the functionalityF , it will instantiate those copies asF [(sid1)],
F [(sid2)], . . . F [(sidn)], wheresidi could simply besid concatenated withi. In Section 4.2 we illustrate
this convention by explicitly incorporating this in the specification of the protocolBCOM∗ (Figure 2).

4.1 Basic Commitment Protocol

In Figure 1(a) we give a protocolBCOM for commitment, in theFENC-hybrid. FENC is the encryption
functionality, which receives a message from a party and delivers it to the destination party, publishing the
length of the message to the adversary.

8see Section 2.4.
9Because there is no “joint state” represented by a CRS, we are in the lucky and relatively simple situation of only having

to associate asingle session-ID to each functionality (as opposed to a session-ID and asub-session-ID). So almost all of the
“complications” of dealing with multiple session-ID’s that arise in [7] do not arise for us. This is one reason we feel comfortable
omitting them from the protocol description, to avoid clutter.
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Protocol BCOM

The parties are a sender or committerC, and a receiverR. The security parameter isk, andk1, k2 are
polynomial ink. The senderC gets as input a bitb, which it wants to commit to.
COMMIT PHASE:

1. R picksr ← {0, 1}k1 and sends it toC.

2. C choosesr′ ← {0, 1}k2 and computesc = H(µR, r, r′, b). C requestsFENC to sendc to R.

3. R receivesc fromFENC and accepts the commitment.

REVEAL PHASE:

1. C requestsFENC to send(b, r′) to R, which the receiverR receives.

2. R checks ifH(µR, r, r′, b) = c. If so it acceptsb as revealed.

(a) The Basic Commitment Protocol (BCOM)

Functionality FC̃OM

The parties are senderC and receiverR, with an adversarySΨ. The security parameter isk, andk1, k2

are polynomial ink.
COMMIT PHASE:

1. FC̃OM picksr ← {0, 1}k1 and sends it toC.

2. FC̃OM receivesc from C.

3. FC̃OM sends the messageCOMMIT to R

REVEAL PHASE:

1. FC̃OM receives(b, r′) from C

2. FC̃OM checks ifH(µR, r, r′, b) = c. If so it sends the message(REVEAL, b) to R and the adversary
SΨ.

(b) A functionality realized by the protocolBCOM

Figure 1: The Basic Commitment Protocol and a Functionality it realizes.

We will use protocolBCOM as a component in later protocols. Thus we would like to show some sort
of composable security for this protocol. But note that this protocol cannot be aΨ-ES secure commitment
protocol (in particular, it does not provide a way for a simulator toextract the values committed to by a
corrupted sender). So we introduce a novel technique to formalize and analyze the security of this protocol.

Lemma 4 ProtocolBCOM Ψ-ES-realizesFC̃OM shown in Figure 1(b) against static adversaries, in theFENC-
hybrid model.

PROOF (SKETCH). For every PPT adversaryAΨ we demonstrate a PPT simulatorSΨ such that no PPT
environmentZΨ can distinguish between interacting with the parties andAΨ in the REALΨ world, and
interacting with the parties andSΨ in the IDEALΨ world.
SΨ internally runsAΨ (which expects to work in theFENC-hybrid with the parties running theBCOM

protocol), and works as an interface betweenAΨ and the parties. WhenAΨ starts theBCOM protocol,SΨ
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initiates a session with theIDEAL functionality. IfAΨ corrupts both parties,SΨ allows it to directly interact
with them. Below we consider the other three possible cases.

BothC,R honest If AΨ corrupts neither of the two partiesC andR, then all it sees are the random string
r from R to C, and the message fromFENC giving the length of the commit and reveal messages fromC.
So by knowing the parametersk1, k2, ` (which we assume it does)SΨ can perfectly simulate the protocol
to AΨ. (Encryption is used in the protocol specifically to take care of the situation where the adversary
corrupts neither parties.)

R honest,C corrupted Suppose the adversary corrupts only the senderC. Note that there is very little
difference between whatC sees in the real and ideal executions. In factSΨ simply forwards the messages
fromAΨ (meant forFENC, to be delivered toR) toFC̃OM (as if it was indeed sent toR viaFENC), and reports
toAΨ the message fromFC̃OM (as if it came fromR). It is easily verified that this is a good simulation.

C honest,R corrupted Finally, suppose that the adversary corrupts the receiver alone. WhenAΨ sends
out the first messager in the protocol,SΨ sends a query(µR, r) to the Imaginary AngelΨ and (sinceR
is corrupted), receives(x, y, z) ← DµR

r , whereDµR
r is the distribution over{(x, y, z)|H(µR, r, x, 0) =

H(µR, r, y, 1) = z} as specified in the assumption onH. Then, whenFC̃OM gives theCOMMIT message,
SΨ sendsz toAΨ as a message from theREAL sender. Later ifFC̃OM gives the message(REVEAL, 0), then
SΨ sends(0, x) toAΨ, and ifFC̃OM gives the message(REVEAL, 1), thenSΨ sends(1, y) toAΨ. Under the
assumption A1 onDµ

r , we have thatZΨ cannot distinguish between the real execution and the simulation.
�

A priori the functionalityFC̃OM does not offer any guarantee that the commitment is binding on a corrupt
sender. The following lemma formulates the binding property outside theΨ-ES-framework (i.e., we do not
give a functionality reflecting the binding property).

Lemma 5 Consider a copy ofFC̃OM interacting with a corrupt senderC and an honest receiverR, in
a system with environmentZΨ and multiple other copies of the same or other functionalities as well as
one or more protocols and adversaryAΨ. Then, after finishing the commit phase, there is a fixed bitb∗

(determined by the entire system state), such thatC can makeFC̃OM accept a reveal to1 − b∗ with only
negligible probability.

Proof: We define thevalueof the commitmentb∗ as follows: consider the entire system at the end of the
commitment phase. Letp0 be the probability of the sender (legally) revealing this commitment as 0, and the
probabilityp1 of the sender revealing it as 1. Letb∗ = 0 if p0 ≥ p1; else letb∗ = 1. We say that the binding
is broken if the sender manages to reveal the commitment to1− b∗. We shall demonstrate a (non-uniform)
PPT machineMΨ which acceptsr ← {0, 1}k and outputs(x, y) such thatH(r, x, 0) = H(r, y, 1), with a
probability polynomially related to the probability of the sender breaking the binding.

MΨ simulates the system internally, starting at the point the session is initiated (which is given to it
non-uniformly). Recall that in this session the (corrupted) sender is to interact withFC̃OM, which chooses a
random stringr ← {0, 1}k and sends it to the sender. But instead,MΨ will acceptr as an input and send
that as the first message to the sender. Then the sender may respond with a stringc. At this pointMΨ makes
two copies of the system, and runs them with independent randomness. If the sender eventually reveals the
commitment as(x, 0) in the first run and as(y, 1) in the second run, thenMΨ outputs(x, y) andsucceeds.
Else it fails and terminates.

Let σ denote the state of the system at the pointMΨ makes a copy of the system. Define random
variablepσ

0 (respectively,pσ
1 ) as the probability that starting from the stateσ, the sender successfully reveals
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the commitment as 0 (respectively, 1). Then,

Pr [Sender reveals1− b∗] ≤ Eσ[min{pσ
0 , pσ

1}]

≤ Eσ[
√

pσ
0pσ

1 ] ≤
√

Eσ[pσ
0pσ

1 ] =
√

Pr [MΨ succeeds]

because after forking two copies of the system,MΨ succeeds (i.e., it manages to output(x, y) such that
H(r, x, 0) = H(r, y, 1)) when in the first run the event with probabilitypσ

0 occurs and in the second the
event with probabilitypσ

1 . HereEσ[f(σ)] stands for
∑

σ f(σ)Pr [σ]. Note that the randomness involved in
determiningPr [σ] includes all the randomness used byMΨ to simulate the system up to the pointσ, and
the inputr that it receives.

Since the running time ofMΨ is linearly related to the running time of the entire system,MΨ is a PPT
machine. Hence the probability thatMΨ succeeds is negligible by assumption A2 (even thoughMΨ has
access toΨ, as long asR is not corrupted). So the probability that the sender reveals1−b∗ is also negligible.
�

4.2 Multi-bit Commitment with Selective Reveal.

We define a multi-bit version of the functionalityFC̃OM, calledF∗
C̃OM

.
F∗

C̃OM
is equivalent ton parallel sessions ofFC̃OM (wheren is specified by the senderC). F∗

C̃OM
internally

runsn copies of the program forFC̃OM and interacts with the senderC according to them. In the commit
phase, it sendsCOMMIT if all n parallel copies ofFC̃OM outputCOMMIT (as the message forR). In the reveal
phase, the sender can choose to run the reveal phase of any subset{i1, . . . , it} ⊆ [n] of parallel sessions.
Then if in reveal phase of each of thet chosen sessions,FC̃OM of that session outputs the reveal message
(REVEAL, bj) (intended for the receiver), thenF∗

C̃OM
sends the message(REVEAL, (i1, b1), . . . , (it, bt)) to

R.
Recall our convention regarding session-IDs: when a protocol is started from within another protocol,

the latter should specify how the session ID of the sub-protocol is generated and agreed upon. We make
explicit our conventions regarding how this is done, by specifying the details for the functionalityF∗

C̃OM
and

a protocolBCOM∗ for it, in Figure 2. Similar schemes can be employed for all other protocols in this work.
Let BCOM∗BCOM denote the protocol in theFENC-hybrid model which is obtained fromBCOM∗ by re-

placingFC̃OM invocations by the protocolBCOM. Then it is easy to show the following lemmas. The first
follows from the fact that Lemma 5 holds in a general setting, and from a union bound. The second follows
from the composition theorem (Theorem 2). We omit the proofs.

Lemma 6 In a setting as in Lemma 5, after finishing the commit phase withF∗
C̃OM

, there is a fixed string in
{0, 1}n (wheren is the number of bits as specified byC at the beginning of the protocol) such thatC can
makeF∗

C̃OM
accept a (selective) reveal inconsistent with that string with only negligible probability.

Lemma 7 There is a protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesF∗
C̃OM

against static adversaries, in theFENC-hybrid
model.

4.3 Basic Zero Knowledge Proof

Consider a proto-typical 3-round Zero Knowledge Proof protocol (aΣ-protocol) for proving membership in
an NP-complete language (like 3-colorability or Hamiltonicity), in which the prover uses the basic commit-
ment functionalityFC̃OM from above, to carry out the commitments (first round) and the reveals (last round).
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Functionality F∗
C̃OM

The parties are senderC and receiverR, with an adversarySΨ. Let the session ID (already agreed up
on by C andR, on instantiating this copy ofF∗

C̃OM
) be sid. Let the input toC at the commit phase be

(b1, . . . , bn), the bits to which it wishes to commit, and that at the reveal phase be{i1, . . . , it} ⊆ [n], the
set of commitments which it wishes to reveal.
COMMIT PHASE:

1. F∗
C̃OM

receives the numbern from C.

2. F∗
C̃OM

internally startsn copies of the program forFC̃OM namelyFC̃OM[(sid1)], . . . ,FC̃OM[(sidn)],
with C as the sender and using the ID ofR as the receiver-ID.

3. F∗
C̃OM

lets thet parallel sessions ofFC̃OM interact withC in the commit phase.

4. If all then copies ofFC̃OM produce theCOMMIT message, thenF∗
C̃OM

sends the messageCOMMIT

to R andSΨ.

REVEAL PHASE:

1. F∗
C̃OM

receives the set{i1, . . . , it} from C.

2. F∗
C̃OM

lets thet parallel sessionsFC̃OM[(sidi1)], . . . ,FC̃OM[(sidit
)] interact withC in the reveal

phase.

3. On receiving message(REVEAL, bi) from the session ofFC̃OM with session-ID(sidi), for all i ∈
{i1, . . . , it}, F∗

C̃OM
sends(REVEAL, (i1, bi1), . . . , (it, bit

)) to R andSΨ.

(a) Multi-bit Commitment With Selective Reveal Functionality

Protocol BCOM∗

The parties are senderC and receiverR. Let the session ID (already agreed up on byC and R, on
instantiating this copy ofBCOM∗) besid. Let the input toC at the commit phase be(b1, . . . , bn), the bits
to which it wishes to commit, and that at the reveal phase be{i1, . . . , it} ⊆ [n], the set of commitments
which it wishes to reveal.
COMMIT PHASE:

1. C sends the numbern to R.

2. C andR initiaten parallel sessions ofFC̃OM with session-IDs(sid1), . . . , (sidn).

3. C interacts (in parallel) with then sessions ofFC̃OM to commit to the bitsb1, . . . , bn.

4. On receivingCOMMIT message from all then sessions,R accepts the commitment.

REVEAL PHASE:

1. C sends the set{i1, . . . , it} to R.

2. C interacts in parallel with the sessions ofFC̃OM with session-IDs(sidi1), . . . , (sidit
) to reveal to

the bitsbi1 , . . . , bit .

3. On receiving message(REVEAL, bi) from the session with session-ID(sidi), for all i ∈ {i1, . . . , it},
R accepts(i1, bi1), . . . , (it, bit) as the revealed information.

(b) ProtocolBCOM∗ in theFC̃OM-hybrid model

Figure 2: The Basic Multi-bit Commitment with Selective-reveal FunctionalityF∗
C̃OM

and the protocol
BCOM∗.
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Let us denote this protocol byBZK. Then, like we definedFC̃OM from BCOM, we can define a basic Zero
Knowledge Proof functionalityFZ̃K from BZK. The description of the functionality is simple:FZ̃K interacts
with the prover according to the protocolBZK, playing the verifiers role. If the prover completes the proof
according to the protocol,FZ̃K sends a messagePROVEN to the verifier.

Figure 3(a) gives the protocolBZK, and Figure 3(b) gives the functionalityFZ̃K , for proving 3-colorability.
Note that bothBZK andFZ̃K are defined in theF∗

C̃OM
-hybrid model. (See section B.1.)

Protocol BZK

The parties are proverP and verifierV . The common input is a graphG([n], E). In addition, the prover
P gets a witnessσ : [n]→ {1, 2, 3}. The size of the graphn is polynomial in the security parameterk.
P verifies thatσ is a valid coloring ofG. (Else it aborts the protocol.)

1. Repeat the followingn3 times in parallel:

(a) P choosesπ, a random permutation of{1, 2, 3}. Let bi = π(σ(i)).

(b) P interacts withF∗
C̃OM

to commitn (2-bit) numbers(b1, . . . , bn) to V .

(c) V picks a random edge(i, j)← E and sends it toP .

(d) P sends(REVEAL, {i, j}) to F∗
C̃OM

, and interacts with it in the reveal phase to reveal
(i, bi), (j, bj)). V receives(REVEAL, (i, bi), (j, bj)) fromF∗

C̃OM
.

2. V checks if in alln3 runsbi, bj ∈ {1, 2, 3} andbi 6= bj . If so it accepts the proof.

(a) Basic ZK Proof Protocol (BZK) in theF∗
C̃OM

-hybrid model

Functionality FZ̃K

The parties are proverP and verifierV , with an adversarySΨ. The common input is a graphG([n], E).
The size of the graphn is polynomial in the security parameterk.

1. Repeat the followingn3 times in parallel:

(a) FZ̃K interacts withF∗
C̃OM

playing the part of the receiver (usingV ’s ID) with P as sender.

(b) WhenF∗
C̃OM

returns theCOMMIT messageFZ̃K picks a random edge(i, j) ← E and sends it
to P .

(c) FZ̃K continues interacting withP through F∗
C̃OM

, until F∗
C̃OM

returns a message
(REVEAL, (i, bi), (j, bj)).

2. FZ̃K checks if in alln3 runsbi 6= bj . If so it sends the messageACCEPTABLE to V andSΨ.

(b) A functionality realized by theBZK protocol

Figure 3: The Basic ZK Proof Protocol and a Functionality it realizes.

Lemma 8 ProtocolBZK Ψ-ES-realizesFZ̃K against static adversaries (whereBZK andFZ̃K are both in the
F∗

C̃OM
-hybrid model).

Proof: We need to show that for every PPT adversaryAΨ there is a PPT simulatorSΨ such that no
PPT environmentZΨ can distinguish between interacting with the parties andAΨ in theHYBΨ world, and
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interacting with the parties andSΨ in the IDEALΨ world.
SΨ internally runsAΨ (which expects to work in theFENC-hybrid with two partiesP, V running aBZK

protocol), and works as an interface betweenAΨ and the parties. WhenAΨ starts theBZK protocol,SΨ

initiates a session with theIDEAL functionality. IfAΨ corrupts both partiesSΨ allows it to directly interact
with them. Below we consider the other three possible cases (the first two will be handled the same way as
in the proof of security ofBCOM).
BothP, V honest:Note that in the protocolBZK the only message sent byV is a random edge ofG, where
as messages sent byP are all to the functionalityF∗

C̃OM
(whose contents are hidden fromAΨ). Apart from

this all thatAΨ sees are theCOMMIT and REVEAL messages sent out byF∗
C̃OM

, the latter being to pairs
b, b′ ← {1, 2, 3}, b 6= b′. ClearlySΨ can perfectly simulate these messages.
V honest,P corrupted: In this case,SΨ simply forwards the messages fromAΨ to F∗

C̃OM
, and reports to

AΨ the messages fromFZ̃K as if it is fromV .
P honest,V corrupted: Finally, suppose that the adversary corrupts the verifier. NowSΨ sendsCOMMIT

messages to the corruptedV as if coming fromF∗
C̃OM

. If V responds with an(i, j) ∈ E, SΨ picksb, b′ ←
{1, 2, 3}, b 6= b′ and sends them in aREVEAL message. Clearly this is a perfect simulation of an interaction
with the honest proverP andF∗

C̃OM
. �

The functionalityFZ̃K does not make any guarantees of soundness,a priori. But as withFC̃OM, we shall
demonstrate this property outside the UC/ES-framework.

Lemma 9 Consider a corrupt proverP interacting with a copy ofFZ̃K and an honest verifierV , in a system
with environmentZΨ and multiple other copies of the same or other functionalities as well as one or more
protocols (which can all be w.l.o.g considered part of the environment) and adversaryAΨ. ThenFZ̃K accepts
the proof to a false statement with negligible probability.

Proof: In each of then3 repetitions of the commitment in the interaction ofFZ̃K with P , consider the point
at whichF∗

C̃OM
sends theCOMMIT message toFZ̃K . Then, by the binding property ofF∗

C̃OM
(Lemma 6), we

know that there exist values(b∗1, . . . , b
∗
n) such that the probability thatF∗

C̃OM
will send a reveal message with

(i, bi) for bi 6= b∗i is negligible.
For convenience, we define the following events:Unsound is the event thatFZ̃K accepts the proof

of an incorrect statement.AllBadGraphs is the event that in all then3 sessions, bits(b∗1, . . . , b
∗
n) give

invalid colorings;BadCom is the event thatF∗
C̃OM

will send a reveal message with(i, bi) wherebi 6= b∗i .
AllGoodEdges is the event that in each of then3 sessions, for the edge(i, j) selected byFZ̃K , b∗i 6= b∗j .
Then

Pr [Unsound] ≤ Pr [AllBadGraphs ∧ FZ̃K sends 3-COLORABLE]
≤ Pr [AllBadGraphs ∧ ( AllGoodEdges ∨ BadCom)]
≤ Pr [(AllBadGraphs ∧ AllGoodEdges) ∨ BadCom]
≤ Pr [AllBadGraphs ∧ AllGoodEdges] + Pr [BadCom]
≤ Pr [ AllGoodEdges|AllBadGraphs] + Pr [BadCom]

Now conditional onAllBadGraphs, in each session,FZ̃K will query an edge without valid colorings (as
given byb∗1, . . . , b

∗
n) with probability at least1|E| ≥

1
n2 . That is, with probability at most1− 1

n2 it will query
an edge with a valid coloring (a good edge). So,

Pr [ AllGoodEdges|AllBadGraphs] ≤ (1− 1/n2)n3
= 2−Ω(n)

SincePr [BadCom] is also negligible, we conclude thatPr [Unsound] is negligible. �
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5 Commitment

The basic protocols and non-standard functionalities given in the previous section now allow us to achieve
the “fully” ideal Ψ-ES commitment functionalityFCOM given below. Since for the sake of simplicity in
describing our protocols we allowed the session IDs to be implicit, we do the same in specifying the func-
tionality.

Functionality FCOM

The parties are a senderC and a receiverR, with adversarySΨ.
COMMIT PHASE:

C → FCOM : b
FCOM → R : COMMIT

REVEAL PHASE:
C → FCOM : REVEAL

FCOM → R,SΨ : (REVEAL, b)

Figure 4: The Commitment Functionality

Let C be a perfectly binding commitment scheme. LetTk be a family of trapdoor-permutations(f, f−1)
on {0, 1}k, which can be efficiently sampled (butf is a one-way-permutation by itself).B stands for a
hardcore predicate for the family of trapdoor permutations used. These primitives are assumed to be secure
against adversaries with access toΨ (see Section 2.3). The protocol is based on the commit-with-extract
protocol from [2].

Protocol COM

The parties are a senderC and a receiverR. k is the security parameter.
COMMIT PHASE:

1. R drawsrR ← {0, 1}k and sendsc = C(rR; r) wherer is also drawn at random.

2. C draws (f, f−1) ← Tk and sendsf to R. C interacts with FZ̃K to prove to R that
(∃r′, g : (f, g)← Tk(r′)). R receives the messagePROVEN fromFZ̃K .

3. C drawsrC ← {0, 1}k and sends it toR.

4. R sendsrR to C.

5. R interacts withFZ̃K to prove toC that (∃r′ : c = C(rR; r′)) C receives the messagePROVEN from
FZ̃K .

6. Let b be the bitC wants to commit to.C computeb′ = B(f−1(rR ⊕ rC)) ⊕ b and sendsb′ to R. R
accepts the commitment.

REVEAL PHASE:

1. C sends the bitb to R.

2. C interacts withFZ̃K to prove toR that(∃t : f(t) = rR ⊕ rC

∧
b′ = B(t)⊕ b).

3. Up on receiving the messagePROVEN fromFZ̃K , R acceptsb as the revealed bit.

Figure 5: ProtocolCOM whichΨ-ES-realizesFCOM against static adversaries
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Theorem 4 ProtocolCOM Ψ-ES-realizesFCOM against static adversaries, in theFZ̃K-hybrid model.

PROOF (SKETCH). Given an adversaryAΨ, we need to construct a simulatorSΨ such that for all envi-
ronmentsZΨ, we haveHYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ ≈ IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ . As is usual,SΨ internally simulatesAΨ. If

both the senderC and receiverR running the protocolCOM are corrupted,SΨ letsAΨ interact with them
directly. We briefly discuss the other three cases below.

When bothC andR are honest,SΨ simulates the protocol exactly until the step where the bitb is used
(Step 7). At this step, it sends out a random bit asb′. In the reveal phaseSΨ can easily simulate a proof from
FZ̃K to open it either way. The hiding property of the hard-core bitB can be used to show that the simulation
is indistinguishable from an actual execution. WhenR is corrupt andC is honest, the same simulator works,
for the same reasons. However the reduction to the security ofB becomes slightly more involved in this
case.

WhenR is honest andC corrupt,SΨ should be able toextractthe committed bit. The idea here is that
SΨ (playing the part ofR in the protocol) will cheat in the proof using the simulatedFZ̃K in Step 5 (reveal
phase of the coin-flipping part), and haverR ⊕ rC match a random stringr such that it knowsB(rR ⊕ rC).
This will allow it to extract the bitb. Soundness ofFZ̃K (Lemma 9) ensures thatC cannot feasibly open to a
bit other thanb. Also it ensures thatf is indeed a permutation, which along with the hiding property of the
commitmentC ensures that the simulation is indistinguishable from an actual execution.

The full proof is somewhat tedious. See Appendix C�

Corollary 5 Under assumptions A1, A2 and A3, there is a protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesFCOM against static
adversaries.

PROOF (SKETCH). Employing the composition theorem (Theorem 2) to compose protocols in Theorem 4,
and Lemmas 4 and 8, we conclude that there is a protocol in theFENC-hybrid model whichΨ-ES-realizes
FCOM against static adversaries. So to complete the proof we need to specify how toΨ-ES-realizeFENC

against static adversaries. For this we use the same protocol as in [3], namely a CCA2-secure encryption
with the receiving party generating the public-key/secret-key pair afresh for each session. But since we are
working in theΨ-ES model, we need the CCA2-secure encryption scheme to remain secure even when the
adversary has access toΨ. This can be accomplished based on assumption A3, by using any CCA2-secure
encryption based on trapdoor permutations, for instance the one from [25].�

6 One-to-Many Commit-and-Prove

In this section we outline the proof of Lemma 1, which completes the proof of our main theorem- Theorem 3.
As in [7], we use two other functionalities, namely Zero-Knowledge (FZK) and Authenticated Broadcast
(FBC).

Ψ-ESZero Knowledge Canetti and Fischlin [4] show how to UC-securely realizeFZK in theFCOM-hybrid
model, in an information-theoretic sense: that is, without any computational assumptions, or restrictions
on the class of adversaries. It is easy to show that the same protocolΨ-ES-realizesFZK against static
adversaries, in theFCOM-hybrid model. Since we have already shown how toΨ-ES-realizeFCOM against
static adversaries (Theorem 4), from the composition theorem, Theorem 2, it follows that there is a protocol
whichΨ-ES-realizesFZK against static adversaries.
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Functionality FZK

FZK proceeds as follows, running with a proverP , a verifierV and an adversarySΨ, and parameterized with
a relationR:

• Upon receiving(PROVE, x, w) from P , do: if (x, w) ∈ R, then send(PROVEN, x) to V andSΨ and
halt. Otherwise, halt.

Figure 6:FZK functionality

Functionality FBC

FBC proceeds as follows, running with partiesP1, . . . , Pn and an adversarySΨ:

• Upon receiving a message(P, x) from Pi, whereP is a set of parties, send(Pi,P, x) to all parties in
P and toSΨ, and halt.

Figure 7: The ideal broadcast functionality

Authenticated Broadcast The functionalityFBC ensures that all the parties to which a message is ad-
dressed receive the same message (if they do receive the message). Following [7], we use the protocol from
[12]. The protocol in [12] securely realizesFBC in an information-theoretic manner: it does not require any
computational restrictions on the class of adversaries. Thus, in particular, this protocolΨ-ES-realizesFBC

against static adversaries.

Functionality F1:M
CP

The parties are a senderC and a set of possible receiversP1, . . . , Pn, with an adversarySΨ. The functionality
is parameterized by a relationR. The security parameter isk.
COMMIT PHASE

• Upon receiving a message(COMMIT,P, w) from C whereP is a set of parties andw ∈ {0, 1}k,
append the valuew to the listw, recordP, and send the message(RECEIPT, C,P) to all partiesP ∈ P
and toSΨ. (Initially, the listw is empty). But, if aCOMMIT message has already been received with a
different set of partiesP ′ 6= P ignore this message.

PROVE PHASE

• Upon receiving a message(PROVE, x) from C, wherex ∈ {0, 1}poly(k), computeR(x,w). If
R(x,w) = 1, then send the message(PROVEN, x) to all partiesPi ∈ P and toSΨ. Otherwise,
ignore the message.

Figure 8: The One-to-many commit-and-prove functionality

The proof of Lemma 1 easily follows from the following lemma and the observations above, using the
composition theorem.

Lemma 10 There is a protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesF1:M
CP against static adversaries in the (FBC,FZK)-

hybrid model (under Assumption A3).

PROOF (SKETCH).
A protocol (in the(FBC,FZK)-hybrid model) is shown in Figure 9.
To commit to a valuew, the senderC computes a commitmentc to w under a perfectly binding com-

mitmentC obtained from the trapdoor-permutation of Assumption A3 (which remains hiding even to adver-
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Protocol OM-CP

The parties are a senderC and a set of possible receiversP1, . . . , Pn, with an adversarySΨ. The protocol is
parameterized by a relationR. The security parameter isk.
COMMIT PHASE

1. On input(COMMIT,P, w), the senderC computesc = C(w; r) using a randomly chosenr. It addsr
to a listr (initially empty).

2. C broadcasts the message(P, c) by sending it toFBC.

3. For eachPj ∈ P, partyC sends the message(PROVE, c, (w, r)) to a copy ofFZK invoked withPj as
the verifier, and parametrized by the relationR′ = {(c, (w, r)) | c = C(w; r)}.

4. On receiving(C,P, c) fromFBC and(PROVEN, c) fromFZK , (after verifying that both values ofc are
the same) eachPj ∈ P broadcasts the messageACCEPTABLE.

5. On receiving the messageACCEPTABLE from all parties inP, partyPj addsc to a listc (initially c is
empty;C also maintains this list).

PROVE PHASE

1. On input(PROVE, x), theC broadcasts the message(P, x) by sending it toFBC.

2. For eachPj ∈ P, party C sends the message(PROVE, (x, c), (w, r)) to a copy ofFZK invoked
with Pj as the verifier and parametrized by the relationR′′ = {((x, c), (w, r)) | R(x,w)

∧
cj =

C(wj ; rj) for all j}

3. On receiving(P, x) from FBC and (PROVEN, (x, c)) from FZK , (after verifying that bothx are the
same, andc andP match the locally stored values) eachPj ∈ P broadcasts the messageTRUE(x).

4. On receiving the messageTRUE(x) from all parties inP, partyPj acceptsx.

Figure 9: A protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesF1:M
CP against static adversaries in the(FBC,FZK)-hybrid model

saries with sampling access toDµ
r for all µ andr). Then it broadcastsc and proves to each party separately,

using theFZK functionality, thatc is indeed a valid commitment. Each party on receiving this proof broad-
casts this fact. If all parties accept the respective proofs and announce it, they all proceed to accept the
commitment by addingc to a list c. Later, to proveR(x,w), wherex is an input andw is the list of all
commitments made so far, theC proofs the statement (formulated in terms ofx andc) to each party sepa-
rately using theFZK functionality. As before, on accepting the proof, each party broadcasts this fact. Finally
they all accept the proof if all parties complete this broadcast step. It easily follows from the security of the
commitment schemeC that this protocolΨ-ES-realizesF1:M

CP against static adversaries.�

7 A CRS implementation ofH and Ψ

We show how to use the common reference string (CRS) model to implement a hash functionH such
that assumptions we need do hold, and in theIDEAL world, the simulatorS can implement the Imaginary
Angel Ψ by itself. Thus the entire construction we have given here can be used to obtain an alternate
implementation of the commitment functionalityFCOM in the standard UC paradigm (i.e., no Imaginary
Angels to define theIDEAL world) in the CRS model. Our construction uses ideas from [8] and [7].
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The CRS We assume a secure digital signature scheme [27]. Generate a pair of signing and verifying keys
(SK, V K). The CRS consists of the verification keyV K. The algorithms of signing and verifying besign
andverify respectively.

The hash functionH Recall thatH takes four inputs:(µ, r, x, b). We defineH step by step:

• Let G([n], E) be the graph describing an instance of theHAMILTONICITY problem, obtained by
reducing the statement(∃σ : verify(V K, µ, σ) = 1) (where the inputs toverify are the key, the
message and the signature in that order). That is, a Hamiltonian cycle inG can be converted to a
signatureσ of µ verifiable underV K, and vice-versa.

• Let PRG be a pseudorandom generator. Following [19], letCr be a bit commitment scheme defined
as followsCr(0) = PRG(s) andCr(1) = PRG(s) ⊕ r, for a random seeds to thePRG. Note
that if PRG’s output is much longer than its input (sayPRG : {0, 1}k1/4 → {0, 1}k1) then for all
but negligible fraction of choices ofr, Cr is a perfectly binding scheme (because the set{r : r =
PRG(s1)⊕ PRG(s2)} has at most2k1/2 elements).

• Consider a second (equivocable) commitment schemeQr as follows. Pick a random permutation
of the vertices ofG, π. Let Aπ(G) be the adjacency matrix ofπ(G), the graphG with vertices

permuted according toπ. ThenQr(0) = M (0) whereM (0) is a commitment toAπ(G): M
(0)
ij =

Cr(Aπ(G)ij
; sij). To computeQr(1), pick a random cycle onn vertices. Define matrixM (1) as

follows: if an edge(i, j) is in the cycleM
(1)
ij = Cr(1), else setM (1)

ij to be random string from

{0, 1}k1 . ThenQr(1) = M (1). Let k2 = poly(k1) be an upperbound on the total number of random
bits it takes to computeM (b).

• LetH(µ, r, x, b) = M (b) wherex is used as the random tape in computingM (b).

Implementing the Imaginary Angel Ψ In the CRS model, the simulator can choose(SK, V K) and set
V K as the CRS. The Imaginary Angel can be implemented using the secret keySK. On input(µ, r), Ψ
checks ifµ ∈ X, the set of corrupted IDs (which the simulator can keep track of). If not it just outputs⊥.
If µ is corruptedΨ proceeds as follows: useSK to produce a signatureσ = sign(SK, µ). Useσ to find
a Hamiltonian cycle inG. It computesz = Qr(0) using a random tapex. Now it goes on to construct a
random tapey: consider the cycle obtained by applyingπ (used in computingQr(0)) to the Hamiltonian
cycle inG. Pretend that this cycle was directly chosen as a random cycle over[n]- i.e., add it to the tapey.
For (i, j) not part of this cycle, pretend thatzij was chosen directly as a random string from{0, 1}k1 , and
add them to the tapey. For(i, j) in the cycle, retain the part ofx corresponding to the randomnesssij used
in computingzij = Cr(1; sij). Output(x, y, z).

Now we argue thatH andΨ satisfy assumptions A1, A2 and A3. DistributionDµ
r is defined as the

output distribution ofΨ(µ, r) conditioned onµ ∈ X.

A1 (x, z) in the output ofΨ(µ, r) is indeed identical to{(x, z)|x ← {0, 1}k2 , z = H(µ, r, x, 0)}. The
difference between(y, z) and{(y, z)|y ← {0, 1}k2 , z = H(µ, r, y, 1)} is that the entrieszij for (i, j)
not in the cycle specified iny are not random, but rather the output ofPRG on random inputs, possibly
xor-ed with the stringr. Indistinguishability assumed in A1 follows from the security ofPRG.

A2 Sampling access toDµ′
r is equivalent to oracle access toσ = sign(SK, µ′) (on each query, a fresh

signature is given). Also, finding a collision is equivalent to findingσ assuming that the commitment
schemeCr is perfectly binding, which is the case for all but a negligible fraction ofr. But the security
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of the signature scheme guarantees that (for a randomly generated(SK, V K)) it is infeasible for a
PPT circuitM to produce a valid signaturesign(SK, µ) even if it has seen multiple signatures on
other messagesµ′ 6= µ. Thus (except with negligible probability over the generation of CRS), A2
holds.

A3 This follows from the standard assumption of trapdoor permutations, because security of the trapdoor
permutation is required to hold only when(f, f−1) is independent of(SK, V K).
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A Sufficient Assumptions

We sketch how the assumptions in Section 2.3 suffice for all our constructions.
We assume a perfectly binding (non-interactive) commitment schemeC, whose hiding property holds

against PPT adversaries with access to the distributionsDµ
r for all µ ∈ I andr ∈ {0, 1}k1 . We use this

at two points: in theΨ-ES commitment protocolCOM, and theΨ-ES many-to-one commitment-and-prove
protocol OM-CP. In both these places it is possible to replace this with the following (in theFZ̃K-hybrid
model): the sender picks a trapdoor permutation(f, f−1) ← T , and sendsf to the receiver. Then it
uses the functionalityFZ̃K to prove to the receiver thatf was indeed generated byT (all we need is that
f be a permutation). The commitment is then done using the hard core bit off as in [14]. Then from
Assumption A3 this is a hiding commitment scheme as well. It is easy to see thatC can be replaced by
this scheme in bothCOM and OM-CP protocols. Thus we restrict ourselves to the assumptions given in
Section 2.3.

Since we employed theFENC-hybrid model (in the protocolBCOM), we also assume that there is a
protocol whichΨ-ES-realizesFENC against static adversaries. But again, as noted in the proof of Corollary 5,
such a protocol indeed exists based on assumption A3.

B The Specialized Simulator UC Theorem with Imaginary Angels

In this section we extend the statement of the composition theorem, Theorem 2 to “specialized simulator”
UC [18], and prove the extended version. As noted in [18], a stronger notion of security is achieved in
the specialized simulator setting by allowing the output of the environment (inREALΓ, IDEALΓ or HYBΓ

executions) to be an arbitrarily long string. We shall also adopt this. (But it will be clear that the composition
theorem holds for even the weaker notion of security where the environment is restricted to outputting a
single bit.) Note that the composition theorem holds in particular with a “null Angel” for the Imaginary
AngelΓ.

Claim 1 The following are equivalent:

1. ∀AΓ ∈ C ∃s = s(k) ∀ZΓ ∃SΓ, |SΓ| ≤ s such thatIDEALΓ
F ,SΓ,ZΓ ≈ REALΓ

π,AΓ,ZΓ

2. ∃s = s(k) ∀ZΓ ∃SΓ, |SΓ| ≤ s such thatIDEALΓ
F ,SΓ,ZΓ ≈ REALΓ

π,ÃC ,ZΓ

Heres = s(k) is restricted to polynomials, and so is|AΓ| for AΓ ∈ C.
If these (equivalent) conditions are satisfied we sayπ securely realizesthe functionalityFunder special-

ized simulator rUCwith respect to the Imaginary AngelΓ against the classC of adversaries.

Proof: The proof mimics the proof in [3].10 SinceÃC ∈ C, the first statement implies the second. To show
that the second statement implies the first, assume that the second statement holds. Then givenAΓ ∈ C and
Z ′Γ we show how to construct a simulatorS ′Γ as required by the first statement.

Consider an environmentZΓ which internally simulatesZ ′Γ andAΓ. WheneverAΓ tries to interact
with the parties (by trying to view the messages sent by the parties, by delivering a message to a party, or
by corrupting a party)ZΓ directsÃC to do this and forwards toAΓ any information it gets by doing so. In
addition to this,AΓ may queryΓ, but this can also be simulated byZΓ as it also has access toΓ. Note that

10But we choose to present it as a direct proof instead of a proof by contradiction.
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the set of parties corrupted bỹAC is the same as the set that the simulatedAΓ expects to be corrupted, so
the answers fromΓ are perfectly simulated. Thus,

REALΓ
π,AΓ,Z′Γ = REALΓ

π,ÃC ,ZΓ (1)

By assumption∃SΓ such that

REALΓ
π,ÃC ,ZΓ ≈ IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ,ZΓ (2)

We buildS ′Γ exactly as in [3]:S ′Γ internally simulatesAΓ andSΓ, and (a) acts transparently betweenAΓ

(simulated internally) andZ ′Γ, (b) whenAΓ tries to interact with the parties, engagesAΓ with SΓ (also
simulated internally) and (c) acts transparently betweenSΓ and the functionalityF , and also betweenSΓ

and the (dummy) parties. In addition it acts transparently betweenAΓ and the Imaginary AngelΓ, as well
as betweenSΓ andΨ. Then it is easy to see that

IDEALΓ
F ,SΓ,ZΓ = IDEALΓ

F ,S′Γ,Z′Γ (3)

From Equations (1)(2) and (3) we getREALΓ
π,AΓ,Z′Γ ≈ IDEALΓ

F ,S′Γ,Z′Γ . Noting that|S ′Γ| is essentially

|AΓ|+ |SΓ| where|AΓ| and|SΓ| are polynomial ink completes the proof. �

The following is a restatement of the theorem in [3], but with two differences: first, we replace theREAL

andHYBRID executions byREALΓ andHYBΓ executions respectively. Secondly, we change the order of the
quantifiers (from∀A∃S∀Z to ∀A∀Z∃S) as mentioned above.

Theorem 6 LetC be a class of real-world adversaries andF be an ideal functionality. Letπ be ann-party
protocol in theF-hybrid model and letρ be ann-party protocol thatΓ-ES-realizesF against adversaries
of classC under specialized-simulator UC. Then for any real-world adversary∀AΓ ∈ C∃ a polynomial
h = h(k) such that∀ZΓ∃ a hybrid-model adversaryHΓ ∈ C such that we have:

REALΓ
πρ,AΓ,ZΓ ≈ HYB

Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ

Further if ρ securely realizesF not under specialized-simulator UC, thenHΓ does not depend onZΓ.

Much of the difference in the proof is due to the extension to the specialized simulator setting. Note that
in the proof of Claim 1 we showed that for everyAΓ ∈ C andZ ′Γ, there existsZΓ such thatREALΓ

π,ÃC ,ZΓ

and REALΓ
π,AΓ,Z′Γ are identical. So to prove Theorem 2, it suffices to show that for anyZΓ there exists

HΓ ∈ C such that
REALΓ

πρ,ÃC ,ZΓ ≈ HYB
Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ

Proof: Given an environmentZΓ, we want to construct a hybrid-worldHΓ and argue that it satisfies

REALΓ
πρ,ÃC ,ZΓ ≈ HYB

Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ

Supposem is an upper bound on the number of invocations of the protocolρ within π. First, for ` =
1, . . . ,m, we construct environmentsZΓ

` for testing protocolρ (as a stand-alone protocol) and corresponding
simulatorsSΓ

` (guaranteed to exist by the hypothesis thatρ securely realizesF). HΓ is constructed from
them simulatorsSΓ

1 , . . . ,SΓ
m andHΓ will essentially be

∑m
`=1 |SΓ

` | ≤ ms, wheres = s(k) is the bound on
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AdversaryHΓ
`

Given a security parameterk, adversaryHΓ
` proceeds as follows, interacting with partiesP1, . . . , Pn running

protocolπρ in theF (`+1)-hybrid model (i.e., at most̀+1 copies ofF) with an environmentZΓ and Imaginary
AngelΓ.
Supposem = m(k) is an upperbound on the number of session IDs for copies ofρ andF together. Thè +1
copies ofF , denoted byF(1), . . . ,F(`+1), are associated with the first` + 1 session IDs. Internally,HΓ

` will
run the` simulatorsSΓ

1 , . . . ,SΓ
` andm− ` copies ofÃC . LetXΓ

j denoteSΓ
j for j ≤ ` and thej − `-th copy

of ÃC for j > `.

1. If activated with an instruction fromZΓ to report the new messages sent by the parties, proceed as
follows:

(a) Collect the messages sent by the partiesP1, . . . , Pn

(b) Activate each (running)XΓ
j with an instruction to report new messages sent by the parties in the

copy ofρ with session IDj (for j ≤ ` the copy ofρ is simulated bySΓ
j ).

(c) Combine the messages gathered from the above two steps and report them back toZΓ as the
messages sent by parties runningπρ.

2. If activated with an instruction to deliver aπ-message to some partyPi then deliver that message as
instructed. If the instruction is to deliver a message with one of them session IDs ofρ, say thej-th
session ID, then forward that instruction toXΓ

j and activate it.

3. If activated with an instruction to corrupt a partyPi, proceed as follows:

(a) Corrupt the partyPi (if allowed by classC) and obtainPi’s state regarding the execution ofπ.

(b) Activate each (running)XΓ
j with the same instruction, and collect the internal states ofPi re-

garding the copies ofρ as reported by theXΓ
j ’s (for j ≤ ` this is information simulated by

SΓ
j ).

(c) Combine the states obtained in the above two steps to obtain a (simulated) state ofPi with respect
to protocolπρ, and report it back toZΓ.

4. If activated with an input from a copyF(j) of F for j ≤ `, or aρ-message with session IDj > ` from
some party, forward that message toXΓ

j and activate it.

5. If XΓ
j tries to deliver a message to some party or toF(j) (only for j ≤ `), deliver the message to the

party orF(j) respectively. IfXΓ
j (j ≤ `) tries to make a query to the Imaginary AngelΓ, make the

query and return the answer toXΓ
j . Note that by step 3(a) and 3(b), at any time the set of corrupted

parties (on whichΓ’s answers may depend) is the same for all simulatedXΓ
j (j ≤ `) andHΓ

` , so the
Imaginary Angel access ofXΓ

j is perfectly simulated byHΓ
` .

Figure 10: The adversariesHΓ
` for πρ in theF (`+1)-hybrid model.

the simulator size coming from the security ofρ. Our construction will be such that the following relations
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Environment ZΓ
`

Given a security parameterk and inputz, environmentZΓ
` proceeds as follows, interacting with parties

P1, . . . , Pn running protocolρ and with an adversaryAΓ.

1. If activated for the first time, initialize a variables to hold the global state of the following system:
there aren partiesP ′

1, . . . , P
′
n running protocolπρ in theF (`)-hybrid model, and adversaryHΓ

`−1.
Initialize s so thatZΓ getsz as its input, and gets activated.

If not the first activation, the update the variables as follows:

(a) If Pi has output a new valuey, then update the state of the simulated partyP ′
i by including a

messagey received fromF(`)

(b) If AΓ has a new output, forward it toHΓ
`−1 as output ofXΓ

` (as defined in Figure 10).

2. Simulate execution of the system starting in states until one of the following events occurs in the
simulation:

(a) PartyP ′
i sends a messagex to F(`). In this case, save the current state of simulation ins, and

activatePi with inputx.

(b) XΓ
` is activated with inputv. In this case save the state ins and activateAΓ with inputv.

(c) EnvironmentZΓ halts. In this case output whateverZΓ outputs and halt.

Figure 11: The environmentsZΓ
` for a single copy ofρ.

hold:

REALΓ
πρ,ÃC ,ZΓ = REALΓ

ρ,ÃC ,ZΓ
1

(4)

REALΓ
ρ,ÃC ,ZΓ

`
≈ IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ
` ,ZΓ

`
for ` = 1, . . . ,m (5)

IDEALΓ
F ,SΓ

` ,ZΓ
`

= REALΓ
ρ,ÃC ,ZΓ

`+1
for ` = 1, . . . ,m− 1 (6)

IDEALΓ
F ,SΓ

m,ZΓ
m

= HYB
Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ (7)

Thus for all polynomialsm = m(k), we will haveREALΓ
πρ,ÃC ,ZΓ ≈ HYB

Γ,F
π,HΓ,ZΓ as required. The rest

of the proof describesZΓ
` andSΓ

` and argues why the above relations hold.
Equation (4) is established by setting upZΓ

1 to internally simulateZΓ, π and all but one invocation
of ρ by π. GivenZΓ

` , from the fact thatρ securely realizesF , SΓ
` is obtained as that simulator for which

Equation (5) holds. GivenZΓ
` andSΓ

` , ZΓ
`+1 is constructed so that Equation (6) will hold: for thisZΓ

`+1

will internally simulate theIDEALΓ system consisting ofF , SΓ
` andZΓ

` , but leaving out one invocation of
ρ that is simulated byZΓ

` . ThusZΓ
`+1 simulates one more copy ofF and one less invocation ofρ than

ZΓ
` . By the time we get toZΓ

m, it simulatesm − 1 copies ofF internally, along withSΓ
1 , . . . ,SΓ

m−1. Thus
IDEALΓ

F ,SΓ
m,ZΓ

m
consists ofm copies ofF and them simulatorsSΓ

1 , . . . ,SΓ
m. Finally, for Equation (7) we set

upHΓ to simulate theIDEALΓ system involvingF , SΓ
m andZΓ

m, but excludeZΓ andπ which are simulated
byZΓ

m.
It remains to fully specify the environmentsZΓ

` and the adversaryHΓ. It is convenient to describeZΓ
`

in terms of simulating an adversaryHΓ
` . We shall then letHΓ = HΓ

m. In Figure 10 and Figure 11, we
mimic the specifications ofH andZρ in [3], but with important differences to accommodate the different
environmentsSΓ

` instead of a single environmentS.
We defineHΓ

0 to beÃC . Figure 10 definesHΓ
` for ` ≥ 1. It is an adversary (simulator) which is designed
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Figure 12: An illustration ofZΓ
` . The blue box in the middle is not part ofZΓ

` , but shows the adversaryA
and the partiesPi it will interact with. The`−1 grey boxes to the left of the blue box contain the simulators
SΓ

j , j = 1, . . . , `− 1 (blue hexagon), the ideal functionalitiesF(j) (purple triangle) and the dummy parties
(small black circles). The grey boxes to the right contain an execution of the protocolρ (the blue circles
indicate the program of the protocol run by the corresponding parties) with the dummy adversaryÃC (black
hexagon). The environmentZΓ is shown as a red blob at the bottom, along with the simulated partiesP ′

i

(red circles). The adversaryHΓ
`−1 consists of the golden hexagon and the hexagons enclosed by the golden

curve. The straight lines show communication paths.

to interact with parties runningπρ in theF (`+1)-hybrid model. In` of the ` + 1 copies ofF , it simulates
copies of the protocolρ. For thisHΓ

` runsSΓ
1 , . . . ,SΓ

` internally. In the copies ofρ (and thè + 1-st copy of
F)HΓ

` lets the environment act on them directly by behaving like a dummy adversary.
ZΓ

` is defined in Figure 11, and graphically illustrated in Figure 12. It is an environment (of polynomial
size, as we shall see) which can be used to test the security of the protocolρ (with dummy adversary
ÃC). Thus specifyingZΓ

` also gives aSΓ
` satisfying Equation (5) via the security ofρ. ZΓ

` internally
simulates a system withn parties runningπρ in theF (`)-hybrid model,ZΓ andHΓ

`−1 (which in turn uses
the simulatorsSΓ

1 , . . . ,SΓ
`−1 to simulate copies ofρ in ` − 1 copies ofF). The protocolρ to be tested is
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engaged with this internally simulated system: the simulated parties interact with dummy parties runningρ
(provided externally) instead of thè-th copy ofF . As can be verified from the descriptions in Figure 10
and Figure 11, this sequence of environments satisfies Equation (6).

Note that|HΓ
` | =

∑`
j=1 |SΓ

j | + O(m) ≤ `s + O(m), which is polynomial in the security parameter.
HenceZΓ

` is also of polynomial size, because the rest of the system simulated byZΓ
` involves up tom

copies ofF andρ, πρ andZΓ.11 Further note that ifSΓ
i = SΓ independent of the environmentZΓ

` , thenHΓ

is also independent of the environmentZΓ

To complete the proof, we observe that Equations (4) and (7) follow directly from the definition ofZΓ
1

(usingHΓ
0 = ÃC) andHΓ = HΓ

m respectively.
�

B.1 Extension of the setting

Above, for simplicity we presented the above theorem and proof in a setting where theREALΓ setting has no
ideal functionalities present, and theIDEALΓ setting hadF as the only kind of ideal functionalities. However,
indeed, the environments considered may include other functionalities within them (as functionalities are
merely polynomial time programs). Further, it is not difficult to see that the theorem (as well as the proof)
extends to the case when the parties in theREALΓ and IDEALΓ settings have access to additional ideal
functionalities. This lets the protocolsandfunctionalities to be defined in terms of other functionalities.

C Proof of Theorem 4

PROOF (SKETCH). Given an adversaryAΨ, we sketch how to construct the simulatorSΨ such that for all
environmentsZΨ, we haveHYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ ≈ IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ .

As is usual,SΨ internally simulatesAΨ. If both the senderC and receiverR running the protocolCOM

are corrupted,SΨ letsAΨ interact with them directly. We analyze the other three cases below.

BothC,R honest In the commit phase, until the last message the bitb is not used. SoSΨ can follow the
protocol exactly, playing bothC andR. However in the last step (Step 7), it sends out a random bit asb′.
In the reveal phase on receiving(REVEAL, b) from FCOM, SΨ simulatesC sendingb to R. Then it must
simulate the interaction betweenC FZ̃K andR with the statement∃t : f(t) = rR ⊕ rC ∧ b′ = B(t)⊕ b as
common input. Note that in this interaction all thatAΨ sees is the messagePROVENfromFZ̃K . SoSΨ sends

that message toAΨ. Now the only difference between the executionsHYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ andIDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ

is thatB(f−1(rR⊕rC))⊕b may not be equal tob′ in the former (where as it is always the case in the latter).
But from the security of the hard core predicate (which by assumption onT holds even against adversaries
with access to the Imaginary AngelΨ), it can be shown that the environment cannot distinguish between the
two executions.

R honest,C corrupted Here we shall use the hiding property of the commitment schemeC and the sound-
ness ofFZ̃K (Lemma 9). The idea is thatSΨ canextractthe bit being committed to by the corrupted sender
C. Consider the simulatorSΨ which plays the part of the receiver andFZ̃K , and talks toC (corrupted by
AΨ). SΨ starts off following the programs ofFZ̃K and the honest receiver. But after receivingrC , instead
of sendingrR, the value to whichc is a commitment,SΨ picks a random stringu ← {0, 1}k and sends

11If we let the size of the simulator depend on the environment, say be equal to that of the environment, here we will run against
a problem as the size ofZΓ

` will double as̀ increases by 1, restricting us tom = O(log k) before the security guarantees fail.
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r̃R = f(u) ⊕ rC . Then it simulates an interaction withFZ̃K , with the statement(∃r′ : c = C(r̃R; r′)) as
common input: it simply sends the messagePROVEN to C acting asFZ̃K . WhenC sends backb′, SΨ

calculatesb∗ = b′ ⊕ B(u) (this is theextractedcommitment). SΨ then sendsb∗ to FCOM to commit to
R. Later, if C sendsb as reveal, thenSΨ plays the part ofFZ̃K and interacts withC as it tries to prove
that(∃t : f(t) = r̃R ⊕ rC ∧ b′ = B(t)⊕ b). If the simulatedFZ̃K accepts the proof, thenSΨ must makeR
acceptb too. For thisSΨ sendsREVEAL instruction toFCOM, which will send(REVEAL, b∗) to R.

Note thatR is not corrupted and the soundness condition ofFZ̃K (Lemma 9) holds. Hence if the protocol
continues beyond Step 3, except with negligible probability,f is indeed a permutation. This has two con-
sequences: firstly in the simulation, the sender can reveal only to the bit extracted by the simulator (using
the soundness ofFZ̃K again). Secondly,̃rR is uniformly randomly distributed, independent ofc. Then it can

be shown that distinguishing between the executionsIDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ andHYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ enables one to
distinguish between the following experiments: in one experiment it is given(c, rR) whererR is a random
string andc a random commitment torR, and in the other it gets(c, r̃R) wherec is as before, but̃rR is
an independently and uniformly chosen random string. From the hiding property ofC (assumed to hold
against PPT circuits with access to the Imaginary AngelΨ (with any arbitrary set of parties corrupted)) a
distinguisher will have negligible advantage in distinguishing between these two experiment. It follows that
IDEALΨ

F ′,SΨ,ZΨ ≈ HYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ .

To show IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ ≈ HYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ we consider an intermediate situation, whereFCOM is

replaced by a functionalityF ′ which behaves likeFCOM, except that in the reveal stage it accepts a bit
b from the sender and sends(REVEAL, b) to the receiver, irrespective of what bit it received during the
commitment phase. (To be precise,SΨ is also slightly modified so that it sends(REVEAL, b) to F ′ (rather
than justREVEAL)).

Note thatR is not corrupted and the soundness condition ofFZ̃K (Lemma 9) holds. Hence if the protocol
continues beyond Step 3, except with negligible probability,f is indeed a permutation. Conditioned on that,
the statement defined in Step 2 of the Reveal Phase is true only ifb = b∗. So if b 6= b∗ the probability thatC
can makeFZ̃K in Step 2 accept the proof is negligible . ThusIDEALΨ

FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ ≈ IDEALΨ
F ′,SΨ,ZΨ .

Now, if ZΨ can distinguish between the two executionsIDEALΨ
F ′,SΨ,ZΨ and HYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ , it can
distinguish between the following experiments: in one experiment it is given(c, rR) whererR is a random
string andc a random commitment torR, and in the other it gets(c, r̃R) wherec is as before, but̃rR

is an independently and uniformly chosen random string (here we use the fact thatf is a permutation,
except with negligible probability, thanks to Lemma 9). From the hiding property ofC (assumed to hold
against PPT circuits with access to the Imaginary AngelΨ (with any arbitrary set of parties corrupted)) a
distinguisher will have negligible advantage in distinguishing between these two experiment. It follows that
IDEALΨ

F ′,SΨ,ZΨ ≈ HYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ .

C honest,R corrupted The simulator in this case is the same as that in the case when bothC andR are
honest. The proof of indistinguishability is also almost the same, except now the receiver is corrupt, and so
M cannot chooserR. Supposec∗ is the value of the first message in the protocol such that conditioned on
c = c∗ the difference|(HYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗)− (IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗)| is maximized. Now consider

the machineMc∗ which getsr∗ such thatc∗ = C(r∗; r′) as a non-uniform advice. (If no suchr∗ exists, then
the probability that the execution proceeds beyond Step 6 is negligible, and hence the difference between the
two executions is negligible.)Mc∗ takes(f, r, h) as input wheref is randomly drawn fromTk, r ← {0, 1}k
andh is either a random bit (Experiment 1) orh = B(f−1(r)) (Experiment 2). It tries to distinguish
between the two experiments as follows.Mc∗ starts the system at the pointc∗ has been sent as the first
message in the protocol. At Step 3 it sends the messagePROVEN to R. At Step 4, it sendsrC = r ⊕ r∗,
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and at Step 7,b′ = h ⊕ b. Now, in Experiment 1 this is identical to the case of(IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗)

and in Experiment 2, identical to(HYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗). ThusMc∗ has a distinguishing probability

exactly equal to|(HYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗) − (IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ |c = c∗)|. By the choice ofc∗, this is at

least|HYB
Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ − IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ |. Thus if that difference is non-negligible we have a machine

M = Mc∗ which can violate the assumption on the trapdoor permutation family. Hence we conclude
|HYB

Ψ,FZ̃K

COM,AΨ,ZΨ − IDEALΨ
FCOM,SΨ,ZΨ | is negligible.�

D Appendix to Section 3

Functionality F `
OT

F`
OT parameterized by integers` andm, and running with an oblivious transfer senderT , a receiverR and

an adversarySΨ, proceeds as follows.

1. Upon receiving a message(x1, ..., x`) from T , where eachxj ∈ {0, 1}m, record the tuple
(x1, ..., x`).

2. Upon receiving a numberi ∈ {1, . . . , `} from R, sendxi to R, notify SΨ, and halt. (If no message
from T was previously received, then send nothing toR.)

(a) The oblivious transfer functionality,F `
OT

Protocol SOT

SOT is parameterized by integers` andm, and a security parameterk. The parties are an oblivious transfer
senderT and a receiverR.

1. Given input(x1, ..., x`), partyT draws(f, f−1)← Tk and sendsf to the receiverR.

2. Given inputi, and having receivedf from T , receiverR choosesy1, ...yi−1, r, yi+1, ..., y` ←
{0, 1}k, computesyi = f(r), and sends(sid, y1, . . . , y`) to T .

3. Having received(y1, . . . , y`) from R, the senderT sends(x1⊕B(f−1(y1)), . . . , x`⊕B(f−1(y`)))
to R, whereB(·) is a hard-core predicate forf .

4. Output: Having received(b1, . . . , b`) from T , the receiverR outputsbi ⊕B(r).

(b) The static, semi-honest Oblivious Transfer protocol

Figure 13: Oblivious Transfer- functionalityFOT and protocolSOT [7]
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Comp(Π)

Let the session ID of the protocol besid. PartyPi proceeds as follows (the code for all other parties is
analogous):

1. Initiation of F1:M
CP instances:On initiating a session of the protocolComp(Π) for the first time with

a setP of parties, partyPi instantiates copies ofF1:M
CP as follows:

• For eachPj ∈ P, j 6= i, it instantiates a copy ofF1:M
CP with session IDsidij , denoted by

F1:M
CP [sidij ]. F1:M

CP [sidij ] is parametrized by the identity relation (i.e.,R = {(x, y) | x = y};
thus this copy ofF1:M

CP functions as a regular commitment functionality).

• It instantiates another copy,F1:M
CP [sidi] parametrized by the relationR ={

((m, si,m), (xi, r
i
i)) | m = Π(xi, r

i
i ⊕ si,m)

}
where Π(x, r, m) stands for the message

produced by the protocolΠ on inputx, random taper and historym.

2. Random tape generation: For every partyPj , the parties run the following procedure in order to
choose a random tape forPj :

(a) Pi choosesrj
i ← {0, 1}k. and sends(COMMIT,P, rj

i ) toF1:M
CP [sidij ].

(b) Pi receives(RECEIPT, Ph,P) fromF1:M
CP [sidhi], for every other partyPh ∈ P. Pi also receives

(RECEIPT, Pj ,P) fromF1:M
CP [sidj ], wherePj is the party for whom the random tape is being cho-

sen.Pi then usesF1:M
CP to decommit to its valuerj

i . That is,Pi sends(PROVE, rj
i ) toF1:M

CP [sidij ]
(which is parametrized by the identity relation).

(c) Pi receives(PROVEN, rj
h) messages for everyh 6= j and defines the stringsj =

⊕
h6=j rj

k. (The

random tape forPj is defined byrj = rj
j ⊕ sj .)

When choosing a random tape forPi, the only difference forPi is that it sends its random stringri
i to

F1:M
CP [sidi] and it does not decommit (as is understood fromPj ’s behavior above).

3. Activation due to new input: When activated with inputx, partyPi proceeds as follows.
(a) Input commitment:Pi sends(COMMIT,P, x) to F1:M

CP [sidi] and addsx to the list of inputsxi

(this list is initially empty and containsPi’s inputs from all the previous activations of this copy
of Comp(Π)). (At this point all other partiesPj receive the message(RECEIPT, Pi,P) from
F1:M

CP [sidi]. ThenPi proceeds to the next step below.)

(b) Protocol computation:Let m be the series ofΠ-messages that were broadcast in all the activa-
tions ofΠ until now (m is initially empty).Pi runs the code ofΠ on its input listxi, messagesm,
and random taperi (as generated above). IfΠ instructsPi to broadcast a message,Pi proceeds
to the next step (Step 3c).

(c) Outgoing message transmission:For each outgoing messagem that Pi sends inΠ, Pi sends
(PROVE, (m, si,m)) to F1:M

CP [sidi]. Recall thatF1:M
CP [sidi] is parametrized by a relation which

checks ifm is indeed the correct next message produced byΠ on input sequencex and random
taperi = si ⊕ ri

i on historym (note thatx andri
i have to be sent toF1:M

CP [sidi] in the commit-
phase).

4. Activation due to incoming message: Upon receiving a message(PROVEN, (m, sj ,m)) from
F1:M

CP [sidj ] partyPi first verifies that the following conditions hold:
• sj is the random string that is derived in the random tape generation forPj above.

• m equals the series ofΠ-messages that were broadcast in all the activations until now. (Pi knows
these messages because all parties see all messages sent.)

If any of these conditions fail, thenPi ignores the messages. Otherwise,Pi appendsm to m and
proceeds as in Steps 3b and 3c above.

5. Output: WheneverΠ generates an output value,Comp(Π) generates the same output value.

Figure 14: The compiled protocolComp(Π) [7]
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